Student Information:
Get the algebra help you need
to succeed.
What is Algebra Nation?
Algebra Nation is a free, one-stop hub filled with resources to help you succeed in algebra class
and on your End-of-Course exam! Available online and through a mobile app, Algebra Nation
allows you to log in from anywhere, anytime to learn algebra concepts, get help with your
algebra questions, and practice your skills.

How can Algebra Nation help you?
EASY-TO-FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS
Learn algebra by watching Algebra Nation’s instructional videos, which provide
clear explanations of hundreds of algebra topics. Customize your experience by
choosing your own instructor (Study Expert)!

ALGEBRA NATION WORKBOOK
Follow along with your favorite Study Expert by taking notes in your Algebra
Nation workbook. Our workbook makes it simple to take organized notes and
learn algebra through meaningful, real-life examples.

HOMEWORK HELP ON OUR ALGEBRA WALL
Get after-hours homework help on our interactive Algebra Wall and receive
immediate assistance from expert teachers and peers. You can also help other
students on the Algebra Wall (and earn great prizes)!

CHECK UNDERSTANDING WITH OUR ‘TEST YOURSELF!’ PRACTICE TOOL
Prepare for the End-of-Course exam with practice questions that mimic the
computer-based test. Our ‘Test Yourself!’ Practice Tool provides immediate
feedback on your progress, and you’ll find solution videos that explain how to
solve each problem correctly.

AlgebraNation.com

ALGEBRA HELP IS ONLY A FEW CLICKS AWAY.
It’s easy for you to access Algebra Nation’s free resources and tools.

1. Go to AlgebraNation.com.

2. Click “South Carolina” when prompted to choose your state.
3. Click “Enter” in the top right corner.

4. When prompted to choose your school, begin typing the
name of your school. It will pop up after you type the first few
characters.
5. Log in with your district username and password.

Algebra Nation is available 24/7 online and on our app
to help you develop the skills you need to conquer
algebra.
QUESTIONS?
Email us at Help@AlgebraNation.com or
call us at 1-888-608-MATH.

